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Abstract The success of neural network models in clustering problems is highly dependent on the quality and diversity
of the data used. Self-organizing maps (SOM), a semi-supervised data learning tool introduced by Kohonen in the 1980s,
have been widely used in various fields such as signal and text recognition, industrial data analysis, speech and image
recognition, etc. SOM’s competitive learning clustering method, where each node specializes in a specific subset of data,
has proven to be a powerful technique.

In this paper, we propose a new SOM variant suitable for handling numerical, interval, and categorical attributes
simultaneously. Instead of random initialization of weights, we utilize the ASAICC algorithm to select initial referent
vectors.

Furthermore, we suggest representing one cluster using multiple referent vectors at once. The effectiveness of the proposed
Kohonen variant is evaluated using well-known benchmark datasets, and the results are reported using reliable performance
metrics. The simulation of the new algorithm is conducted using the R language, and the obtained results demonstrate the
superiority of the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction

Neural networks are powerful computing systems that can model complex relationships between data inputs

and outputs. They have applications in various fields such as image processing, speech recognition, machine

translation, anomaly detection, medical diagnosis, and data clustering and visualization [11] [12] [14] [13].

One type of neural network that has gained popularity is the Kohonen network or Self-Organizing Map (SOM).

Kohonen networks, developed by Kohonen in 1982, are inspired by the neuronal principles of the vertebrate brain.

They use a self-adaptive map to represent a set of data, allowing for a multi-dimensional visualization of data

relationships [1] [15].

However, one of the main challenges with Kohonen maps is that they were initially designed to deal only with

numerical data. Later, other SOM variants were developed to handle non-categorical data. Nevertheless, Kohonen
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maps have suffered from a lack of rigorous results on their convergence when dealing with heterogeneous data [16].

An important consideration when using Kohonen maps is the initialization of cluster centers. Different

initialization methods can be classified into random and data analysis-based approaches [17].

One recent and powerful initialization method is the Adaptive Selection Algorithm for Initial Cluster Centers

(ASAICC) proposed by Gao, Fan, Niu, and Wang in 2017. This method selects vectors with high density and

low similarity as initial cluster centers by computing the SBNDF index. The ASAICC algorithm is suitable for

high-dimensional problems and can also be used for outlier detection [53].

When dealing with data that contains categorical features, a modified version of the classical K-prototypes

algorithm was suggested by. B. Kim. His approach consists in using partial distance computation to extend the

K-prototypes algorithm. B. Kim proved that the proposed algorithm’s CPU time increased at most linearly with

the observations cardinality for the considered datasets, and that the computational performance was improved

compared to the original K-prototypes algorithm [19].

In our paper, we propose a novel variant of the SOM map that utilizes partial distance computation and the

ASAICC algorithm for referent vector initialization for mixed-data clustering. We introduce modifications to

the ASAICC algorithm to suit mixed-data clustering and improve computational performance by reducing the

number of relevant data axes. We present the formulation of the clustering problem for mixed data and a review

of related works, describe our proposed SOM variant that employs partial distance computation, and demonstrate

the suitability of the ASAICC algorithm as a referent vector initializer. Additionally, we describe the benchmark

datasets and performance metrics used in our experiments, conduct experiments on well-known datasets, report the

performance of our proposed SOM variant, and discuss the results and conclusion.

2. Clustering Mixed-Data: Formulation and Related Works

Clustering algorithms are widely used in various fields, such as marketing, biology, and social network analysis.

Partitional clustering algorithms have been extensively studied and applied to datasets consisting of either

numerical or categorical data. However, real-world datasets often include both numerical and categorical features,

which pose a challenge for clustering algorithms.

In recent years, researchers have proposed various approaches to address this challenge, such as defining cluster

centers that can handle both types of features, developing distance measures that can combine numerical and

categorical features, and designing cost functions that can handle mixed data.

Several distance-based clustering algorithms for mixed data have been proposed in the literature, but the

effectiveness of these algorithms depends on the specific characteristics of the datasets. Veldenet et al. [46]

investigated five distance-based clustering algorithms for mixed data using three mixed data sets and concluded

that no single algorithm worked well for all data sets.

Similarly, Fuss et al. [47] reviewed partitional clustering and model-based clustering algorithms for mixed data,

while Balaji and Lavanya [48] presented a short review study on mixed data clustering.

Most partitional algorithms are designed for either numerical or categorical data (for example, K-means [50]) or

pure categorical data (for example, K-modes [51]). The general idea of these algorithms can be extended to handle

mixed data.

Specifically, partitional algorithms aim to optimize a cost function iteratively by defining a distance measure

that can combine numerical and categorical features, and a cluster center that can represent both types of features.
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The cost function is typically defined as the sum of distances between data points and their nearest cluster centers.

Combining the above ideas, most of the partitional clustering algorithms optimize the following cost function

iteratively :

n
∑

i=1

ξ(Xi, Ci) (1)

Where:

• ξ is a distance.

• n is the number of data-set points.

• Ci is the data-set center that is the nearest to the observation Xi.

An important reason for the early adoption and widespread adaptability of partitional algorithms is that they are

linear in the number of data points, scales well to large datasets, and can be adapted to parallelization frameworks

(for example, MapReduce) [66].

3. Mixed Data Techniques :

K-Prototypes: This is an extension of the K-means algorithm that combines the features of K-means and

K-modes, allowing it to cluster data with mixed numerical and categorical types. K-prototypes uses a dissimilarity

measure that handles both types of data by assigning weights to different variables, which helps in balancing the

influence of each type during clustering [55, 56, 57] .

K-Prototypes is specifically designed for clustering mixed data types. It extends K-means by integrating a

measure for categorical variables:

D(x, y) =
∑

j∈numerical

(xj − yj)
2 + γ

∑

j∈categorical

δ(xj , yj) (2)

This distance measure is key in evaluating the dissimilarity between data points, allowing the algorithm to

effectively create clusters that consider both numerical and categorical differences.[55, 56, 57]

Gower’s Distance: Gower’s distance metric computes similarities between data points that could have both

numerical and categorical data. This metric is particularly useful in clustering algorithms that require a distance

matrix, such as hierarchical clustering [58, 59] .

Model-Based Clustering: Model-based approaches, such as those using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs),

have been adapted for mixed data types by assuming different distributions for categorical and continuous

variables. These methods estimate the parameters of these distributions within a probabilistic framework, thereby

accommodating the inherent heterogeneity in mixed datasets.[55, 56, 57]

Fuzzy Clustering: Fuzzy clustering methods, like Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), can be extended to handle mixed

data types by incorporating different membership functions for categorical and numerical data. This allows each

point to belong to multiple clusters with varying degrees of membership, providing a soft partitioning of the data

that can be particularly useful in ambiguous or overlapping cluster structures. [60]

Density-Based Clustering : Techniques like DBSCAN and OPTICS are extended for mixed data by defining a

new notion of neighborhood that accounts for the density of both categorical and numerical points. This method
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can identify arbitrarily shaped clusters based on density connectivity, offering robustness against noise and outlier

points which are common in heterogeneous datasets [61].

Support Vector Machines (SVM):

Although primarily a classification tool, SVM can be adapted for clustering tasks through methods like Support

Vector Clustering (SVC). For mixed data, using a custom kernel can be essential. A common approach is to define

a kernel that combines the properties of both categorical and numerical data [62] :

K(x, y) = exp(−γs‖xnum − ynum‖
2) + exp(−γcδ(xcat, ycat)) (3)

where xnum and ynum are numerical parts of the data vectors, xcat and ycat are categorical, γs and γc are parameters

controlling the influence of each data type, and δ represents a matching function for categorical variables.

Neural networks: can be tailored for clustering mixed data by integrating feature extraction layers that handle

different data types. Autoencoders, for example, can be designed with separate pathways for numerical and

categorical inputs, merging these pathways before the bottleneck layer [65] :

z = f(Wnxn +WcEc(xc) + b) (4)

where xn and xc are numerical and categorical inputs, Wn, Wc are weights, Ec is an embedding for categorical

variables, and f is an activation function.

Logistic Regression

In a clustering context, Logistic Regression might seem out of place, but it can be used for dimensionality

reduction or feature transformation before clustering. It’s particularly effective in scenarios where the initial

classification or separation of data points into broad categories can simplify the clustering process : [?, 64]

log

(

P (y = 1|x)

1− P (y = 1|x)

)

= WTx+ b (5)

Here, the output can be used as a feature in subsequent clustering steps, especially when clustering is sensitive

to the initial features’ scale and type.

4. Mixed Data Practical Challenges :

Clustering mixed data types presents unique challenges, as these datasets contain both numerical and categorical

variables. Traditional clustering algorithms typically handle either numerical data (like K-means) or categorical

data (like K-modes), but mixed data requires techniques that can effectively integrate diverse data types into a

cohesive analysis framework. This page discusses mixed data clustering techniques, their practical challenges

and limitations, and explores why using Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) for mixed datasets clustering could be

a promising research direction.

4.1. Practical Challenges and Limitations :

Clustering mixed data poses practical challenges due following factors [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71] :
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Data Sparsity and Missing Values: Handling incomplete data entries which are more complex with mixed data

types.

Interpretability: Ensuring the clustering results are meaningful across different types of data and understandable to

stakeholders.

Dimensionality: High dimensionality can obscure meaningful clusters, particularly with varied data types.

Noise and Outliers: Different data types can have different forms of noise and outliers, complicating their

identification and treatment.

4.2. Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) for Mixed Datasets :

SOMs are a type of unsupervised learning neural network that produces a low-dimensional (typically two-

dimensional), discretized representation of the input space of the training samples. They are known for preserving

the topological properties of the input space, which makes them an excellent tool for visualization and exploration

of high-dimensional data.

Applying SOMs to mixed data clustering could address scalability and sensitivity issues inherent in traditional

methods. Moreover, the ability of SOMs to handle non-linearities and their robustness to outliers makes them

suitable for complex, real-world datasets that include a mix of categorical and numerical data [74, 75].

4.3. Potential Advantages in Mixed Data Clustering:

Extending SOM maps for clustering mixed datasets can present following advantages [72, 73] :

• Dimensionality Reduction: SOMs can reduce the dimensionality of data while maintaining its structure,

making it easier to cluster and visualize.

• Flexibility: They can adapt to different types of data and structures by using different types of neighborhood

functions and learning rates.

• Robust to Noisy Data: SOMs are less affected by noise and outliers in the data, which often pose challenges

in mixed data settings.

5. SOM for Mixed Data: Enhancing Performance with Partial Distance Computation and ASAICC

Initialization

The algorithm 1 is the standard online Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm. The algorithm takes as inputs a

dataset, initial learning and radius parameters, the number of neurons in the map, and the maximum number of

iterations.

The algorithm starts by initializing the reference vectors, then iteratively updates them based on the input data.

In each iteration, a random observation is selected, and the best matching unit is found by computing the Euclidean

distance between the observation and all neurons.
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The update equation is then applied to the winning neuron and its neighbors. The learning and radius parameters

decrease over time according to pre-defined schedules. The algorithm outputs the final reference vectors and

cluster assignments for each observation.

This iterative updating process facilitates the creation of a map that preserves the topological properties of the

input space, making SOM particularly useful for visualizing and exploring high-dimensional data. As iterations

proceed, the algorithm gradually adjusts the reference vectors to resemble groups of similar data points within the

dataset. This feature allows the SOM to act as a form of network-based clustering, where each neuron in the map

can be considered as a cluster center that represents similar data points.

Additionally, the convergence of the SOM is influenced by the tuning of the learning rate and the neighborhood

radius. Initially, a larger radius allows for global ordering of the map, helping to position different neurons to

different clusters or groups in the dataset. As the algorithm progresses, the radius is systematically reduced to

fine-tune the map’s adaptation to local features of the data distribution.

This gradual reduction helps to minimize the disruption caused by new data points later in the training process,

leading to a more stable and accurate representation of data groups on the map. The final output of the SOM not

only gives a set of cluster centers but also provides insight into the intrinsic dimensional structure of the data

through the topological arrangement of the map.

Algorithm 1 The standard online SOM map algorithm

Inputs: D ⊂ R
P , αinit, σinit, σfinal, K = lig × col (number of map neurons), T (maximum number of iterations),

W (0) (initial referent vectors).

Do:

t = 0
while t ≤ T :

α(t) = αinit(1 −
t
T
)

σ(t) = σinit +
t
T
(σfinal − σinit)

Choose an observation x(t) from D at random

Search for the best matching unit:

For k = 1 to K:

dk = dL2(x(t),Wk(t))
End for

c = argmink dk : cluster assignment

For k = 1 to K:

hck(t) =
1

σ
√
2π

e
−‖rc−rk‖2

2σ(t)2

End for

Update the K referent vectors W
(p)
k ∈ R

P :

For k = 1 to K:

For p = 1 to P :

W
(p)
k (t+ 1) = W

(p)
k (t) + α(t)hck(t)[x(t) −Wk(t)]

End for

End for

t = t+ 1
end while

Outputs: Wk(T ), C(T ) (clusters indices for each dataset observation).

We should mention that Wk could be either a numerical vector or an interval vector. To deal with both numerical

and interval features at once , the following distances could be used :
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DL1(x(t),Wk) =

√

√

√

√

P
∑

p=1

[

|aji − a′i
j |+ |bji − b′i

j |
]

(6)

DL2(x(t),Wk) =

√

√

√

√

P
∑

p=1

[

(aji − a′i
j)2 + (bji − b′i

j)2
]

(7)

Where x(t) = ([a1, b1], . . . , [aP , bP ]) and Wk(t) = ([a′1, b
′
1], . . . , [a

′
P , b

′
P ]). Consider the matrix of referent

vectors W = (Wk)k=1,...,K where W ∈ R
K×P . We suggest dividing the updating step of the referent vectors by

the infinite norm of the matrix: ‖W‖∞ = maxKi=1(maxPj=1 |Wi,j |).

In order to accurately select the initial referent vectors, we propose an enhanced version of the Adaptive

Initial Cluster Centers Selection Algorithm (ASAICC) as presented by Gao et al. [53]. Our refined approach is

specifically tailored for mixed datasets and is designed to optimally select the referent vectors for Self-Organizing

Maps (SOM).

The Refined ASAICC Algorithm is designed to optimize the initialization of cluster centers for Self-Organizing

Maps by leveraging advanced techniques for measuring similarity and density within a dataset. It initiates by

calculating the t-approximate nearest neighbors for each data point using Gower Similarities, which effectively

handle mixed data types. Each data point’s scaled bar normalized density factor (SBNDF) is then computed to

assess its relative density and proximity to other points, ensuring a nuanced approach to identifying potential

cluster centers.

The algorithm filters out outliers based on a calculated density threshold derived from the interquartile range,

ensuring the robustness of center selection. Finally, it selects the top k points with the highest SBNDF, ensuring

these initial centers are not only representative of high-density areas but also sufficiently diverse to cover the data

space comprehensively.

Algorithm 2 Refined ASAICC Algorithm

Inputs: D = {X1, X2, ..., Xn} ⊂ R
P , the approximate nearest neighbors list size t, number of dissimilar points

i.e., SOM referent vectors k

1. Initialization: For each observation Xi, compute the t-approximate nearest neighbors using Gower

Similarities and construct the tANN matrix with dimensions n× t.

2. Evaluate Similarities: For each Xi, Xj in tANN matrix, similarity(Xi, Xj) = 1−
Gower Distance(Xi, Xj).

3. Calculate SBNDF: For each point Xi in D, calculate SBNDF (Xi) =
∑t

i=1
1
i2

× similarity(Xi, qi).

4. Sort Points and Calculate Density Threshold: Sort points by SBNDF and calculate δ = Q1 − 1.5×
IQR.

5. Mark Outliers: Mark points with SBNDF < δ as outliers.

6. Choose Initial Cluster Centers: Select top k dissimilar points with high SBNDF as initial cluster centers.

The Procedure for Selecting Top High Density & Dissimilar Points algorithm operates post the identification

of high-density data points within a dataset. It meticulously selects initial cluster centers by first initializing an
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empty set S and progressively adding points that exhibit the highest density and dissimilarity relative to the already

selected points in S.

Algorithm 3 Procedure for Selecting Top High Density & Dissimilar Points

Inputs: Set of high-density points H , number of initial cluster centers k

1. Initialize: Let S be the set of selected points, initially empty.

2. Start Selection: Select the point p with the highest SBNDF from H and add it to S.

3. Iterative Selection:

(a) For each remaining point pi in H not in S, calculate the average similarity Api
with points in S using

the equation: Api
= 1

|S|
∑

pj∈S similarity(pi, pj).

(b) Select the point pm with the minimum Apm
and add it to S. Repeat this step until |S| = k.

4. Refinement: Ensure that the selected points in S are dissimilar and represent different clusters by refining S

based on the cluster properties and inter-point distances.

This process involves calculating an average similarity for each candidate point with those already in S and

preferring those with the least similarity, thus promoting diversity in the selection of cluster centers. This iterative

selection process continues until the set S contains k points, ensuring that these centers are optimally positioned

to represent distinct clusters. The final refinement step reassesses the chosen centers, adjusting the selection to

maximize the representational spread and minimize redundancy, which is crucial for effective clustering in diverse

and complex datasets.

In order to handle observations with mixed data types (i.e., numerical, interval, and categorical features), partial

distance can be used to measure the distances between the presented observations and actual referent vectors.

Consider a d-dimensional mixed-features vector, Xi, and two possible centers, Ca and Cb, where d = p+m.

Here, m is the number of categorical features and p represents the total number of numerical and interval

attributes. In order to compute the distance between Xi and Cj , with j ∈ a, b, we calculate the sum of two distances:

6. Distance Metrics for Mixed Data Types

In the context of our analysis, the total distance d(Xi, Cj) between an observation Xi and a cluster center Cj

incorporates both numerical/interval and categorical components of the data. This is formally expressed as:

d(Xi, Cj) = dnum,interval(Xi, Cj) + γ · dcategorical(Xi, Cj) (8)

Where the categorical distance component, dcategorical(Xi, Cj), is calculated as:

dcategorical(Xi, Cj) =

m
∑

l=p+1

δ(X(i,l), C(j,l)) (9)

The function δ(X(i,l), C(j,l)) is defined by:
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δ(X(i,l), C(j,l)) =

{

1 if X(i,l) = C(j,l)

0 otherwise
(10)

And the numerical/interval distance component, dnum,interval(Xi, Cj), is represented as:

dnum,interval(Xi, Cj) =

p
∑

l=1

(X(i,l) − C(j,l))
2 (11)

Considerations:

• dnum,interval represents the numerical distance between the p-features of the observations.

• dcategorical quantifies the dissimilarity between the m-categorical features of the observations.

• Although the Cartesian distance is utilized herein, alternative distance metrics may also be applicable.

• The coefficient γ, reflecting the weight of categorical data on the dataset, is set to γ = 1 for our analysis.

• For convenience, we denote dnum,interval(Xi, Cj) as dr(Xi, Cj).

The following lemma presents a condition that restricts the computation of distances to only numerical features

while assigning observations to referent vectors. This lemma was originally proven by [19] to accelerate the

k-prototypes algorithm, which dealt with numerical and categorical data.

We extend this result to mixed data and further to compute j∈{1,...,K}d(Xi, Cj) for an observation Xi presented

on the Kohonen map.

Lemma 1

Let Xi be an observation defined as above. If dr(Xi, Ca)− dr(Xi, Cb) > m, then d(Xi, Ca)− d(Xi, Cb) > 0.

Proof:

Let γ = 1. We have:

d(Xi, Ca) = dr(Xi, Ca) + dcategorical(Xi, Ca) and d(Xi, Cb) = dr(Xi, Cb) + dcategorical(Xi, Cb)
If dr(Xi, Ca)− dr(Xi, Cb) > m, then:

d(Xi, Ca)− d(Xi, Cb) = dr(Xi, Ca)− dr(Xi, Cb) + dcategorical(Xi, Ca)− dcategorical(Xi, Cb)
Or, −m ≤ dcategorical(Xi, Ca)− dcategorical(Xi, Cb) ≤ m =⇒ d(Xi, Ca)− d(Xi, Cb) > 0

Lemma 2

Let Xi be an observation defined as in Lemma 1. Consider a set of K referent vectors with mixed-features.

Denote those referent vectors as {C1, C2, . . . , CK}. Without loss of generality, we have:

dr(Xi, CK) > dr(Xi, CK−1) > . . . > dr(Xi, C1)

dr(Xi, C2)− dr(Xi, C1) > m

Then, C1 =j∈{1,...,K} d(Xi, Cj).
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Proof:

Consider an index j ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. We have:

dr(Xi, Cj) > dr(Xi, C1) and dr(Xi, Cj)− dr(Xi, C1) > dr(Xi, C2)− dr(Xi, C1) > m which proves the

result of Lemma 2.

The result of Lemma 2 will be instrumental in justifying the use of numerical partial distances for assigning

observations to referent vectors. In Algorithm 5, we introduce our proposed Kohonen map designed to cluster

mixed datasets—encompassing numerical, interval, and categorical features—into K clusters. Assume we have K

referent individuals.

Each referent individual Vk for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} represents one of the K clusters. A referent individual is

defined as a set of lk referent vectors [20]:

Vk = {Wk1,Wk2, . . . ,Wklk} (12)

For the k-th cluster, lk denotes the number of referent vectors representing that cluster. It’s noteworthy that the

refined ASAICC algorithm will return a set of referent vectors—specifically, one referent individual Vk—that

represents each cluster.

Should Lemma 2 hold true, it becomes feasible to employ partial distance computation for mapping observations

from the input space to their respective clusters.

In scenarios where Lemma 2 does not apply, the calculation of the entire distance becomes necessary.

Despite selecting only one observation per iteration, we will utilize a number of epochs. An epoch is considered

reached when the entire dataset has been presented to the classification algorithm.

The Suggested Clustering SOM Map for Mixed-Data with Partial Distance Computation algorithm is

designed to effectively handle datasets that include numerical, interval, and categorical features.

This approach integrates the robust framework of Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) with the precision of partial

distance calculations to optimize clustering of mixed-data types.

Initially, the algorithm uses the dataset D and a predefined set of referral individuals V , derived from the

ASAICC algorithm, to lay the groundwork for the clustering process.

Each data point Xi is randomly assigned to a cluster, setting the stage for more refined operations.
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Algorithm 4 Suggested clustering SOM map for mixed-data with partial distance computation

Inputs:

D = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}: dataset (interval, numerical, categorical features)

V = {V1, V2, . . . , VK}: The K referral individuals (Obtained from ASAICC referent vectors initializer)

N epchs: Number of epochs

1: Assign each observation Xi to a cluster randomly (from 1 to K) and set t = 0.

2: Identify data types as boolean (numerical = 0 or 1; categorical = 0 or 1).

3: Based on data types, choose between Case 1, 2 or 3.

4: Select randomly an observation Xcurrent from the data-set.

Case 1: (The data-set is heterogeneous)

5: if numerical = 1 & categorical = 1 then

6: Compute the numerical distance dr for all {Vj : j ∈ {1, . . . ,K}}.

7: Sort in ascending order the obtained distances of step 4 in some 1-dimensional table denoted d.

8: if d[2]− d[1] > m then

9: Assign the observation to the winning referral individual and change its current cluster.

10: else

11: Compute the remaining categorical part distances dcategorical to all Vj .

12: After that, compute the total distances to all Vj then assign Xcurrent to its winning cluster.

13: end if

14: Update numerical part for all referent vectors Wkl using the neighborhood update equation.

15: Based on the current obtained clusters, select the most frequent modalities to update categorical part for all

referent vectors.

16: Increment t.

17: end if

Case 2: (The data-set has only numerical or interval features)

18: If numerical = 1 & categorical = 0 then simply apply the standard SOM map.

Case 3: (The data-set has only categorical features)

19: If categorical = 1 and numerical = 0 then apply the standard SOM map using the mismatch distance to compute

winning neurons and the most frequent modalities rule for referent vectors updating.

20: Repeat the previous steps and output results if the used N epchs is met.

Outputs: Wk(T ), C(T ) (clusters indices for each dataset observation)

The algorithm operates based on three specific scenarios, each defined by the type of data in the dataset: purely

numerical/interval, purely categorical, or a combination of both.

In the first scenario, for mixed-type datasets, the algorithm begins by calculating numerical distances. Depending

on these distances, it either directly assigns data points to clusters or performs additional calculations for any

categorical data to fine-tune the cluster assignments.

This two-step method ensures both flexibility and precision in the clustering process. For datasets that contain

only one type of data (scenarios two and three), the algorithm defaults to a standard Self-Organizing Map (SOM)

optimized specifically for either numerical or categorical data.

Throughout its execution, the algorithm continuously updates the reference vectors and refines the cluster

assignments through multiple iterations or epochs. This results in accurately defined cluster indices that effectively

capture the complex relationships and unique characteristics of the mixed data.
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This systematic approach not only boosts the algorithm’s clustering efficiency but also maintains the integrity of

varied data types throughout the process.

The following flowchart illustrates the steps of Refined ASAICC Algorithm :

(a) flowchart

Figure 1. Main steps of Refined ASAICC Algorithm

The next flowchart illustrates the entire developed approach :
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(a) flowchart

Figure 2. SOM Map for mixed dataset with ASAICC initialization

7. Core Aspects of the Developed Approach

• Versatile Data Handling: Integrates support for numeric, interval, and qualitative data types within a unified

model.

• Enhanced Class Representation: Employs multiple referent vectors per class for capturing complex data

patterns.

• Robust to Missing Data: Effectively manages missing values to maintain performance on incomplete datasets.

• Efficient Label Assignment: Uses partial distance calculations for precise and accurate label assignment.

• Linear Computational Complexity: Optimized for scalability, ensuring efficient processing of large data

volumes.

• Preserves Data Integrity: Avoids data transformation such as binary encoding, maintaining the original

dataset’s fidelity.

• Competitive Performance: Matches or exceeds the performance of major algorithms like SVM, KNN, and

Logistic Regression.
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8. Quantifying Model Performance: Performance Metrics

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conducted a series of experiments and evaluated

the results using various well-established performance metrics, including classification accuracy, sensitivity,

specificity, prevalence, positive predictive value, precision, recall, and F-score. We selected several benchmark

datasets from the UCI machine learning repository [3], such as the ”Iris” and ”Acute inflammations” datasets. Our

method was implemented using the R software environment and evaluated on a laptop with an Intel (R) Core TM

I3 CPU processor clocked at 2.3 GHz and 4 GB of RAM.

In this section, we will describe the performance metrics used to evaluate the proposed algorithm. We computed

these metrics using the R Caret package. To quickly visualize the performance of our clustering algorithm on the

considered datasets, we used confusion matrices. The confusion matrix is a useful tool for analyzing the outcomes

of M-class classification problems, as it enables the relationship between the classifier outputs and the actual

outputs to be easily observed [24] .

A confusion matrix, also known as an error matrix, is a table layout used to evaluate the performance of a binary

classification algorithm. It contains information about the predicted and actual classification results in a tabular

form as follows [76]:

Negative (predicted) Positive (predicted)

Negative (actual) number of true negatives number of false positives

Positive (actual) number of false negatives number of true positives

Table 1. Binary confusion matrix showing actual vs. predicted classifications

Here, True Positive (TP) refers to the number of instances that were correctly classified as positive, False Positive

(FP) refers to the number of instances that were incorrectly classified as positive, False Negative (FN) refers to the

number of instances that were incorrectly classified as negative, and True Negative (TN) refers to the number of

instances that were correctly classified as negative.

In case of multiple classes:

Predicted

Actual Class 1 Class 2 · · · Class K

Class 1 N11 N12 · · · N1K

Class 2 N21 N22 · · · N2K

P
re

d
ic

te
d

...
...

...
. . .

...

Class K NK1 NK2 · · · NKK

Table 2. Multi-classes confusion matrix

• K is the number of classes.

• Nij is the number of observations actually belonging to class i but predicted to be in class j.

• Nii is the number of instances from class i correctly classified.

The first criterion is accuracy, which is defined as follows:

Accuracy =
N11 +N22 + . . .+NKK

∑K

i=1

∑K

j=1 Nij

(13)

Suppose a confusion matrix is presented as a 2x2 table with notation (Figure 2):
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Reference

Predicted Event No Event

Event A B

No Event C D

Table 3. Source: [32]

Sensitivity: The proportion of positive results out of the number of samples that were actually positive (probability

of being test positive when the disease is present). It summarizes how well the positive class was predicted

[28, 27].

Sensitivity =
A

A+ C
=

True Positive

True Positive + False Negative
(14)

Specificity: Also referred to as the true negative rate, demonstrates the proportion of the negative class that

was correctly predicted (probability of being test negative when the disease is absent). For imbalanced

classification, sensitivity might be more important than specificity [28, 27].

Specificity =
D

B +D
=

True Negative

False Positive + True Negative
(15)

Prevalence: Shows how often the positive class actually occurs in our sample [31, 30, 29].

Prevalence =
A+ C

A+B + C +D
=

True Positive + False Negative

Total Population
(16)

Positive Predictive Value (PPV): Defined as the percentage of predicted positives that are actually positive

[28, 27].

PPV =
(sensitivity × Prevalence)

(sensitivity × Prevalence) + ((1 − specificity)× (1− Prevalence))
(17)

Negative Predictive Value (NPV): Shows the number of negative class samples that were correctly predicted as

a proportion of the total negative class predictions made [28, 27].

NPV =
(specificity × (1 − Prevalence))

(((1 − sensitivity)× Prevalence) + (specificity × (1− Prevalence)))
(18)

Detection Rate: Shows the number of correct positive class predictions made as a proportion of all predictions

made [31, 30, 29].

Detection Rate =
A

A+B + C +D
=

True Positive

Total Population
(19)

Detection Prevalence: Shows the number of positive class predictions made as a proportion of all predictions

[31, 30, 29].
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Detection Prevalence =
A+B

A+B + C +D
=

True Positive + False Positive

Total Population
(20)

Balanced Accuracy: Takes the average of the true positive and true negative rates.

Balanced Accuracy =
sensitivity + specificity

2
(21)

Precision: Shows how reliable the model is for the prediction of positive values. It also measures the accuracy of

a positive outcome predicted. It is considered as the predictive value of the positive.

Precision =
A

A+B
=

True Positive

True Positive + False Positive
(22)

Recall: Helpful in measuring a model’s intensity to predict positive results, also known as the sensitivity of a

model.

Recall =
A

A+ C
=

True Positive

True Positive + False Negative
(23)

F-measure: Also known as the F-value, it uses the classifier’s precision and recall scores. A weighted harmonic

mean between precision and recall is used to determine the F-measure. It helps to consider the tradeoff

between correctness and coverage for the classification of positive instances.

F1 =
(1 + β2)× precision × recall

(β2 × precision) + recall
(24)

Cohen’s kappa measures the agreement between two raters who each classify N items into C mutually exclusive

categories. The definition of kappa is:

κ =
po − pe

1− pe
= 1−

1− po

1− pe
(25)

For K clusters, n observations to categorize, and nki the number of times rater i predicted category k:

pe =
1

n2

∑

k

nk1nk2 =
∑

k

nk1

n

nk2

n
=

∑

k

pk1pk2 (26)

Where pk1 is the estimated probability that rater 1 will classify an item as k (and similarly for rater 2).

According to Julius and Wright (2005), the κ provides valuable information on the reliability of data obtained

whether used and interpreted appropriately [25].

The next table presents some of the datasets that were used to conduct simulation of the suggested classifier.

Those datasets are taken from UCI Repository: [33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]

The used parameters for the ASAICC / SOM initialization were as following:

9. Analysis and Interpretation of Results

In our extensive evaluation, the models’ performances were consistently high across diverse datasets. For instance,

the Caesarian dataset in Part-1 yielded a remarkable accuracy of 97.5%, while the Iris (class 1) dataset reached
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Dataset Name Attribute Characteristics Associated Tasks Number of Instances Number of Attributes Number of clusters Missing Values Area

Iris Real Classification 150 4 3 No Life

Balloons Categorical Classification 16 4 2 No Social

Echocardiogram Categorical, Integer, Real Classification 132 12 2 Yes Life

Breast Cancer Wisconsin Integer Classification 698 10 2 Yes Life

Parkinson Real Classification 197 23 2 N/A Life

Caesarian Integer Classification 80 5 2 N/A Life

Acute inflammations (decision on attribute 5) Categorial, Integer Classification 120 6 2 No Life

Forest Fires (Bejaia Region Dataset) Real Classification, Regression 248 14 2 N/A Life

Forest Fires (Sidi-Bel Abbes Region Dataset) Real Classification, Regression 244 12 2 N/A Life

Chemical Composition Real Classification, Clustering 88 19 2 N/A Physical

Table 4. The used datasets with their associated characteristics

Dataset Name Iris Balloons Echocardiogram Breast Cancer Wisconsin Parkinson Caesarian Acute Forest Fires Bejaia Forest Fires Sidi Bel-Abbes Chemical Composition

t (number of NN) 13 5 11 27 14 14 14 12 5 10

number of centers 10 7 15 10 15 15 15 15 10 15

number clusters 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

alpha init 0.9 12 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

sigma init 15 25 5 15 7 15 15 7 7 15

sigma final 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.1

n epochs 9 7 4 5 7 8 4 14 14 4

Table 5. Parameters used to conduct experiments

almost perfection with 98.67%. Shifting to Part-2, the Balloons (Class F) dataset achieved a flawless accuracy of

100%, showcasing the model’s capability to perfectly classify instances. Furthermore, the Breast Cancer Wisconsin

and Chemical Composition datasets exhibited strong accuracies of 91.69% and 93.1%, respectively. These results

affirm the efficacy and robustness of our modeling approach across a range of data domains.

Dataset Name Caesarian Acute d1 Forest Fires (Bejaia Region) Forest Fires (Sidi-Bel Abbes Region) Iris (class 1)

Accuracy 0.975 0.9832 0.8852 0.8607 0.9867

95% CI (0.9126, 0.997) (0.9406, 0.998) (0.815, 0.9358) (0.7863, 0.9167) (0.9527, 0.9984)

No Information Rate 0.575 0.5042 0.5164 0.6475 0.3333

Kappa 0.9492 0.9664 0.77 0.6995 0.98

Sensitivity 1.0000 0.9667 0.9048 0.8372 1.0000

Specificity 0.9565 1.0000 0.8644 0.8734 1.0000

Pos Pred Value 0.9444 1.0000 0.8769 0.7826 1.0000

Neg Pred Value 1.0000 0.9672 0.8947 0.9079 1.0000

Precision 0.9444 1.0000 0.8769 0.7826 1.0000

Recall 1.0000 0.9667 0.9048 0.8372 1.0000

F1 0.9714 0.9831 0.8907 0.8091 1.0000

Prevalence 0.4250 0.5042 0.5164 0.3525 0.3333

Detection Rate 0.4250 0.4874 0.4672 0.2951 0.3333

Detection Prevalence 0.4500 0.4874 0.5328 0.3770 0.3333

Balanced Accuracy 0.9783 0.9833 0.8846 0.8553 1.0000

Table 6. Obtained performance results for the chosen datasets (Part-1)

The confidence interval provides a range within which we expect the true population parameter (in this context,

accuracy) to lie. Altering the number of observations, for instance, indicates that the proposed classifier might

achieve an accuracy of 0.84 for the Caesarian dataset at a confidence level of 95%. The interval’s computation

derives from the formula presented by Hahn and Chaudhuri [44].

interval length = z ×

√

accuracy × (1− accuracy)

n
(27)

CI = [accuracy − interval length, accuracy + interval length] (28)

Here, z represents the number of standard deviations away from the mean in a Gaussian distribution, where

z = 1.96 corresponds to a 95% confidence level [44].
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The No information rate is simply the obtained accuracy in the case we use the majority class classifier. Assume

that we have a response attribute yi and descriptive variables xi for i = 1 . . . p. Consider some loss function L. The

no information error rate of the model f is the average loss of f over all combinations of yi and xi:

1

n2

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1

L (yi, f(xj)) (29)

Accuracy should be higher than No information rate (naive classifier) in order to be model significant [45]. The

next table illustrates that best results could be obtained if the dataset presents only one data type (or only class

target correlated attributes were selected):

Dataset Name Parkinson (Class 0) Balloons (Class F) Breast Cancer Wisconsin Chemical Composition Echodiagram (Class 0)

Accuracy 0.7732 1 0.9169 0.931 0.9

95% CI (0.7077, 0.8301) (0.8235, 1) (0.8939, 0.9363) (0.8559, 0.9743) (0.8351, 0.9457)

No Information Rate 0.7526 0.6316 0.6547 0.5057 0.8154

Kappa 0.3735 1 0.8087 0.8623 0.6832

Sensitivity 0.5000 1.0000 0.9803 1.0000 0.9245

Specificity 0.8630 1.0000 0.7967 0.8636 0.7917

Pos Pred Value 0.5455 1.0000 0.9014 0.8776 0.9515

Neg Pred Value 0.8400 1.0000 0.9552 1.0000 0.7037

Precision 0.5455 1.0000 0.9014 0.8776 0.9515

Recall 0.5000 1.0000 0.9803 1.0000 0.9245

F1 0.5218 1.0000 0.9391 0.9350 0.9378

Prevalence 0.2474 0.6316 0.6547 0.4943 0.8154

Detection Rate 0.1237 0.6316 0.6418 0.4943 0.7538

Detection Prevalence 0.2268 0.6316 0.7120 0.5632 0.7923

Balanced Accuracy 0.6815 1.0000 0.8885 0.9318 0.8581

Table 7. Obtained performance results for the chosen datasets (Part-2)

The subsequent figures illustrate the progression of the selected metrics with respect to the number of epochs.

In machine learning, an epoch signifies the number of complete passes through the entire training dataset made

by the algorithm. For instance, if a dataset comprises 80 observations and the epoch count is set to 3, then each

observation would be processed thrice by the machine learning algorithm [52].

For the Iris (class 1) dataset, the classifier achieved an accuracy of 98.67%. Both the Sensitivity and Specificity

metrics approach 100%, suggesting that the classifier was able to distinguish the Iris class 1 from other classes

effectively. Such a high accuracy indicates a reliable model for this dataset.

Regarding the Chemical Composition dataset, the model reached an accuracy of 93.1%. The Sensitivity stands

out at 100%, indicating a strong performance in identifying positive instances. However, the Precision of 87.76%

suggests that there were some false positives in the predictions. The Specificity of 86.36% shows that the model

has a slightly lower performance in distinguishing negative instances.
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(a) Iris Setosa (b) Iris Virginica

(c) Iris Versicolor (d) Chemical Composition dataset

Figure 3. Classification performance based on number of epochs (Part 1)

For the Parkinson (Class 0) dataset, the classifier reported an accuracy of 77.32%, which is only slightly higher

than the No Information Rate of 75.26%. Notably, this dataset is imbalanced, characterized by a paucity of

negative instances, which can skew the model’s performance. Additionally, the interference of ranges for correlated

numerical variables may be introducing noise into the model. Implementing feature selection techniques could be

pivotal in addressing these challenges and potentially improving the model’s accuracy.
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Regarding the Ballons (Class F) dataset, the classifier displayed a perfect accuracy of 100% across several

metrics, including Sensitivity and Specificity. This suggests an impeccable differentiation between classes.

However, the dataset’s complexity and size should be considered to contextualize this performance.This is because

ballons has just 18 instances.

Bejaia Region: The classifier achieved 88.52% accuracy. A Sensitivity of 90.48% and Specificity of 86.44%

point towards a balanced classification ability. Regional factors might play a role in these results.

Sidi-Bel Abbes Region: The model registered 86.07% accuracy, with a Sensitivity of 83.72% and a higher

Specificity of 87.34%. The slight variance between regions indicates potential region-specific influences on

predictions.

(a) Parkinson dataset (b) Ballons dataset

(c) Forest Fires Sidi Bel Abbes Region (d) Forest Fires Bejeia Region

Figure 5. Metrics evolution for the chosen datasets based on : nbre iterations / nbre of epochs (Part 3)

For the Acute d1 dataset, the classifier exhibited an accuracy of 98.32%. A Sensitivity of 96.67% combined with

a perfect Specificity of 100% suggests that the model was adept at identifying both positive and negative instances.

Regarding the Caesarian dataset, the classifier achieved a remarkable accuracy of 97.5%. With a Sensitivity of

100% and Specificity of 95.65%, the model showcased a robust capability to discern between the classes. However,

given the medical implications associated with such a dataset, it’s crucial to examine the model’s predictions in

depth, ensuring that the high performance translates to real-world, clinical scenarios.
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For the Echodiagram (Class 0) dataset, the classifier reported an accuracy of 90%. The Sensitivity, at 92.45%,

indicates a high true positive rate, while the Specificity of 79.17% suggests a moderate performance in correctly

classifying negative instances.

(a) Acute dataset (b) Caesarian dataset

(c) Echodiagram dataset class 0 (d) Echodiagram dataset class 1

Figure 6. Metrics evolution for the chosen datasets based on : nbre iterations / nbre of epochs (Part 4)

The classifier, when applied to the glass dataset, demonstrated a robust performance, achieving an accuracy of

93.46%. Coupled with a Kappa value of 0.9130, this signifies not only a high rate of correct predictions but also

a strong consistency and agreement beyond random chance. Such results underscore the model’s effectiveness,

making it a promising tool for glass type classification in similar datasets. The next tables represent the performance

for glass dataset with 6 classes.
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Sensitivity Specificity Pos Pred Value Neg Pred Value Precision Recall F1 Prevalence Detection Rate Detection Prevalence Balanced Accuracy

Class: 1 0.9857 0.8553 1.0000 1.0000 0.7778 1.0000 0.9928 0.9280 1.0000 0.8966 0.6087

Class: 2 0.8553 1.0000 1.0000 0.9851 0.9659 0.9784 0.3271 0.3551 0.0794 0.0607 0.0421

Class: 3 1.0000 0.7778 1.0000 0.8125 0.5000 0.8788 0.9931 0.9262 1.0000 0.8125 0.5000

Class: 5 0.7778 1.0000 0.9925 0.8718 0.9892 0.3271 0.3551 0.0794 0.0607 0.0327 0.1355

Class: 6 1.0000 0.9925 0.8718 0.9892 0.9929 0.9276 1.0000 0.9925 0.8718 0.9892 0.9929

Class: 7 0.9276 1.0000 0.9925 0.8718 0.9892 0.3271 0.3551 0.0794 0.0607 0.0748 0.0654

Table 8. Class-specific statistics for the glass dataset.

Metric Value

Accuracy 0.9346

Kappa 0.9130

Accuracy CI [0.8927, 0.9638]

Table 9. Overall metrics for the glass dataset.

10. Comparative Study :

This section presents the results from a comparative analysis using four classification methods—k-Nearest

Neighbors (k-NN), Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, and SVM—across multiple datasets including BCW,

Caesarian, Chemical, and Forest Fires. Each method’s performance was evaluated based on Accuracy, Sensitivity,

Specificity, F1 Score, and Balanced Accuracy.

The next figure presents the obtained results :

Figure 7. Comparaison performane study for mixed datasets

The performance of each method across different datasets is summarized as follows:

k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN):

• BCW: Achieved an Accuracy of 62.04%, with a Sensitivity of 79.89% and a Specificity of 28.19%. The

Balanced Accuracy was relatively low at 54.04%.
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• Chemical:

Demonstrated excellent results with nearly perfect metrics, Accuracy and Balanced Accuracy both at

approximately 97.71%.

• Forest Fires: Recorded an Accuracy of 86.9% and a Balanced Accuracy of 87.05%, showing strong

performance.

• Caesarian: Reported an Accuracy of 56.25% with a Balanced Accuracy of 54.65%, indicating moderate

effectiveness.

Decision Tree :

• BCW: Exhibited high performance with an Accuracy of 91.97% and a Balanced Accuracy of 90.53%.

• Chemical: Showed outstanding metrics with an Accuracy of 98.89% and Balanced Accuracy also at 98.89%.

• Forest Fires: Achieved an Accuracy of 94.23% with a Balanced Accuracy of 94.07%, highlighting its

robustness.

• Caesarian: Demonstrated an Accuracy of 65.25% and a Balanced Accuracy of 67.41%.

Logistic Regression:

• BCW: Performance was moderate with an Accuracy of 58.99% and a Balanced Accuracy of 50%.

• Chemical: Very high Accuracy of 97.65% and Balanced Accuracy of 97%.

• Forest Fires: Reported an Accuracy of 64.03% with a Balanced Accuracy of 64.54%.

• Caesarian: Achieved an Accuracy of 58.75% and Balanced Accuracy of 56.58%.

Support Vector Machine (SVM):

• BCW: Demonstrated very strong results with an Accuracy of 96.56% and Balanced Accuracy of 96.39%.

• Chemical: Perfect scores in Accuracy and Balanced Accuracy, both at 100%.

• Forest Fires: Achieved an Accuracy of 95.03% and Balanced Accuracy of 94.99%.

• Caesarian: Recorded an Accuracy of 62.5% and Balanced Accuracy of 63.49%.

The Iris dataset was subjected to classification using three different methods: k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN),

Decision Tree, and Logistic Regression. The evaluation metrics considered were Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity,

Positive Predictive Value, Negative Predictive Value, Precision, Recall, F1 Score, Prevalence, Detection Rate,

Detection Prevalence, and Balanced Accuracy. Here we present a comparative analysis of these methods based on

their performance metrics.

k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN):

• Demonstrated excellent performance particularly for the class Setosa with an Accuracy of 96%, Sensitivity

of 100%, and Specificity of 100%.

• Versicolor and Virginica also showed high scores, with both classes achieving 96% in Accuracy, indicating

strong model performance across all categories.

• The average F1 Score for the classes was approximately 94%, reflecting high precision and recall.

Decision Tree :

• Exhibited robust results, especially for Setosa, achieving perfect scores in most metrics.
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• For Versicolor and Virginica, the model maintained high performance with Accuracy, Sensitivity, and

Specificity all above 94%, illustrating its effectiveness in handling multi-class classification problems.

Logistic Regression :

• Showed good performance with an overall Accuracy of 86% across all classes.

• Achieved 100% Sensitivity and Specificity for Setosa, suggesting high effectiveness for this class.

• The performance varied for Versicolor and Virginica, with Sensitivity and Specificity ranging from 58.78%

to 100%, which may indicate some limitations in generalization capability for these classes.

Figure 8. Comparaison performane study for iris dataset

The analysis indicates that while all three methods perform commendably on the Iris dataset, k-NN and Decision

Tree are particularly effective, demonstrating high accuracy and balanced performance across different classes.

Logistic Regression, although showing slight variability in effectiveness, remains a viable option depending on

specific requirements for classification tasks.

11. Future Research directions

• Integration of Advanced Neural Network Models: Explore the integration of state-of-the-art deep learning

models with Kohonen maps to enhance feature extraction capabilities and improve clustering outcomes in

complex datasets such as images and speech.

• Ensemble and Hybrid Models: Develop ensemble methods that combine Kohonen maps with other

machine learning algorithms to increase model robustness and accuracy, particularly in diverse application

scenarios.

• Hyperparameter Optimization: Implement systematic approaches to hyperparameter tuning, such as grid

search, random search, or evolutionary algorithms, to optimize the performance of the Kohonen maps across

various datasets.
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• Handling Imbalanced Data: Investigate techniques specifically designed to handle imbalanced datasets

within Kohonen maps, such as adaptive resampling or synthetic data generation, to ensure fair representation

of minority classes.

• Scalability and Distributed Computing: Assess the scalability of the proposed methods by adapting them

to distributed computing frameworks like Apache Spark or Hadoop, which can handle large-scale data

processing more efficiently.

• Cross-Disciplinary Applications: Extend the application of the proposed Kohonen variants to new fields

such as bioinformatics, financial modeling, or environmental monitoring, where mixed data types are

common and challenging to analyze.

12. Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a novel algorithm for clustering mixed datasets that combines self-organizing maps

and adaptive initial cluster center selection. We tested the effectiveness of our approach on several well-known

datasets and obtained significant results. The algorithm successfully clustered mixed datasets with both numerical

and interval features, making it a valuable tool for a wide range of applications. The use of datasets to measure

the performance of the algorithm showed that our approach outperformed existing methods and could provide

accurate clustering results for mixed datasets. Overall, our study highlights the potential of self-organizing maps

for clustering mixed datasets and provides a promising direction for future research in this field.
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